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MEETING REPORT
SECTION MEETING
DECEMBER 9, 1987
After stuffing ourselves on beer
and
pizza, Rich Cunningham
gavelled an unruly mob to order
for the last meeting of 1987.
Karen Pregnall reported that the
Section has a huge ($5,000)
surplus and promptly resigned.
Even though her husband purports
to oversee one of the most
deficit ridden budgets in the
history of the world, Karen had
not learned the basic lesson that
bureaucrats should waste, not
Fortunately, our
save, money.
new Treasurer will have a film
festival, a new guidebook,
several safety projects and an
invigorated UP ROPE to finance.
We had a lively discussion about
the future direction for UP ROPE.
to
An
attempt
was
made
accommodate those who would like
UP ROPE to serve as a monthly
information newsletter and those
who would like it to be a
(necessarily) less frequent
publication containing some
interesting and humorous pieces.
Responsibility for the various
tasks has now been divided among
several
This
people.
specialization of functions
should expedite publication.

Ken Andrasko and Madeleine Carter
reported on the plans for a film
They hope
festival in February.
to work out a deal with REI to
help with publicity and, perhaps,
finances.
Ed Cummings, in absentia, was
of
the
appointed
chair
Nominations Committee. Virtually
the entire Section administration
is resigning to attend to other
matters.
They are to be
congratulated, however, for
leaving office with: a growing
Section membership, a strong
financial posture, rising
climbing standards and a renewed
dedication to safe climbing
practices.

Stuart Pregnall gave a brief
report on his and Karen's trip to
attend the AAC meeting in Las
Vegas and their climbing detour
to Red Rocks. In addition to his
report on the slide shows and
lectures they heard at the
meeting, Stuart gave the club an
Stuart
update on access issues.
is now the AAC person responsible
for access in the mid-Atlantic
While much of the
region.
climbing community fights over
the weighty ethical distinction
(Contd on page 3)
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between placing a bolt on rappel
and placing a bolt while standing
on a sky hook, Stuart and others
are actively working to keep
climbing access open so we can
The
place bolts somewhere.
sooner that climbers realize that
access is the issue facing
climbers in the 80's the more
likely it was that future
generations will be able to climb
at all.
Madeleine showed her movie
Although
Mountaineering Men.
made when she was only an
undergraduate, most everyone
found it entertaining.
SECTION MEETING
JANUARY 13, 1988

Another excellent turnout dined
on pizza, beer, and other
beverages before settling down
Ken Andrasko
for business.
reported on the status of the
film festival (see notice
elsewhere in UP ROPE) and Selma
Hanel did the same for the
If we had
Carderock guidebook.
had a Treasurer's report, it
would have confirmed our solid
financial posture and the need to
send out 1988 dues notices.
(Note: MS members should be
receiving these shortly!)
The following officers
elected by acclamation:
Chairman:
Vice Chairman:
Treasurer:
Secretary:

were

Rich Cunningham
Jeanette Helfrich
Gary Prince
Jeff Kramer

REI has requested our assistance
in connection with Jeff Lowe's
slide show on March 1st, 1988.
Cunningham expressed
Rich
tentative interest in helping
Anyone
arrange for a hall, etc.
should
hand
a
lend
willing to
Jeff
.
(332-7931)
contact Rich
premier
American's
of
Lowe is one
alpinists and he should make an
excellent presentation.
Ken Andrasko showed slides of
four trips he took to Alaska
Two trips
during 1973-1976.
Alaska
the
on
work
his
involved
pipeline which later became the
subject of his book Alaska Crude.
an
ostensibly
was
Ken
archaeologist for the project but
he managed to work in a solo trip
to the Brooks Range and a close
encounter of the wolf kind during
his efforts.
companions
five
and
Ken
affiliated with the Harvard
Mountaineering Club did the first
ascent of Mt. Hubbard, of which
Ken had unfortunately few slides.
Ken did, however, have a superb
collection of photos from his
attempted first scent (with Chris
Fields) of the East face of Mt.
Ken recounted the
Deborah.
personal,
remarkable
interpersonal, and technical
sides of their attempt on the
extreme rock and ice face which
had repulsed four previous
Everyone seemed
attempts.
spellbound by his depiction of
the stresses, beauty and danger
of their endeavor.
TRIP REPORTS

GREAT FALLS, DECEMBER 12
Other non-elected positions will
continue without change, i.e.,
Entertainment, Madeleine Carter,
and UP ROPE by committee.

Messrs. Coffey, Williams, Hugh
Brown, Kramer, Tucker, Beil,
Prince, Rosenthal, Mergi,
Holtzer, Pregnall and Cunningham,
Ms. Carter, Claire, Christie,
myself and possibly others spent

UP ROPE
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a relatively mild day at the Dr.
Needlepoint area of Great Falls.
Because of the good turnout we
able
to
rig
almost
were
everything between Degree 101 and
Inclined Plane.
The area is so
spread out that I am not sure
what other people did. I flashed
my first Great Falls 5.10 (A
Bridge Too Far) after a three
month climbing layoff. (I tried
most of the 5.10 climbs back when
I could only climb 5.8.)
Rich Cunningham succeeded on his
second try on Escutcheon (5.11).
Walt Williams and Claire showed
great persistence on A Bridge Too
Far and Conroy's, respectively,
each eventually succeeding. Many
of the newcomers, especially
London, complained about the
walkdown, which is the most
technical of all areas at Great
Falls.
Stuart Rosenthal showed
that the easiest approach is to
rap down Conroy's.
The
Ed.
Footnote:
While The Ed. was
bridging A Flash Too Far, the
downstream group was working on
Wall of Da Feet (Brown, Holtzer &
Coffey) and Backscratch and
Degree 101 (Mergi and Pregnall).
BULL RUN
DECEMBER 13, 1987
Kit Lewis, both Stuarts, Rich
Cunningham, Michael Mergi, Jeff
Kramer, Tom Russell, Dave Coffey,
the Browns (Hugh, Josh and Josie)
and myself got an early (8:30 am)
start on what developed into a
Except
lovely day at Bull Run.
for Stuart, the Pregnall clan was
largely missing--Karen was ill,
Genesis in heat and the RX-7 had
by thieves.
been stripped
Nonetheless, Stuart Pregnall made
a good showing for himself.
After Mr. Rosenthal and your

editor devoted great effort
trying to put up a new route--and
pulling off a half dozen holds in
the process--Stuart Pregnall did
the first ascent of Brambling Man
(5.11?) on an early try.
This
climb goes up a short series of
flakes five feet from the left
end of the long and largely blank
wall to the left of the walkdown
to the Sofa.
(Got that?)
Rich
then succeeded to accidentally
break off the hold upon which
Stuart
had
relied.
Rich
succeeded merely by reaching over
the thin section created by the
missing hold.
Stuart then
repeated his own route sans key
hold using a completely different
sequence of moves.
In other action, Tom Russell made
his first accent of Snicker Snee
(good job, that!).
Dave Coffey
and
Michael
Mergi did the
strenuous crack left of Galactic
Acid which finished with a
graceless bellyroll.
Stuart
Rosenthal did the ridiculously
thin face (all holds are off
route) located midway between the
walkdown and Galactic Acid.
(Bull Run is such a jumble that
route locations are almost
indescribable.)
Rich Cunningham
did his first ascent of Airplane
Overhang (5.12?).
Other
attendees avoided publicity,
among other things, by climbing
out of this author's view.
The
Ed.
MT. DESERT ISLAND, MAINE
WHITE MOUNTAINS, NH
CROW HILL, MASS
ADIRONDACKS. NY
GUNKS, NY
19TH AUGUST TO 13TH SEPTEMBER
Oh, the pleasures
climbing trip!

of

a

long
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We'll get right down to the nitty
Maine has some fabulous
gritty.
climbing areas, and Mt. Desert
Island is particularly superb.
We climbed mostly on the Otter
Cliffs, which are true sea
cliffs, and on the South Face of
Mt. Champlain. Other areas exist
we
but
island,
the
on
concentrated on these two classic
areas.
Our climbing at Otter was
somewhat limited because the NPS
had closed off much of the area
due to the seasonal nesting of
We were
the Black Guillemot.
disappointed not to be able to do
such routes as Rock Lobster and
the Black Crack, but on the other
hand were rewarded by sharing the
climbing area with strikingly
colored birds whose airborne and
submarine antics were delightful
to watch (as in, yes, of course
I'm paying attention to your
belay!).
Fortunately, we were able to bag
such classics as the Flake (5.7)
and its Directissima (5.10),
Outer Face Direct (5.10), Adair
By The Sea (5.10+) and Wonder
All were done on a
Wall (5.6).
top rope, although leading is
feasible for those who don't mind
runout routes with questionable
One should take a
protection.
rack to Otter, as anchors
frequently require several nuts
as well as a long anchor rope to
The climbing was on
set up.
generally sound rock, but you
won't catch me laybacking the
Flake! You can see right through
to the other side, and it
Climbing right next to
wiggles!
the ocean is a hoot as well,
since you have the pleasures of
rock and water dramatically
Next trip, we'll
juxtaposed.
definitely climb at Otter again,
and try to time it so we can
climb at the whole area.
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The South Face of Mt. Champlain
resembles a miniature Cathedral
Lots of fabulous cracks,
Ledge.
slabs and corners make up this
of
note
A
gem.
little
East
Harlin's
John
correction-Coast Rock Climbs incorrectly
Face as
labels the South
really
is
which
Wall,
Precipice
lot a
parking
the
just above
up
back
yards
hundred
couple of
are
routes
Harlins's
road.
the
all correctly named and graded
(with one minor exception).
We climbed our favorite route of
the trip here--Emigrant Crack
(5.10)--which enjoys a classic
jam for each move on the climb.
Every jam is
Simply superb.
different--a finger lock here, a
thumbs down hand there, even a
You can lace
good old fist jam.
it with pro if you desire. If it
was ten pitches long, every
climber in the world would queue
We also
in line to do it!
climbed Chitlin Corner (5.10),
Old Towne (5.7), Return to
Forever (5.9), Wagger (5.9, but
at least solid 5.10), and
With
Connecticut Cracks (5.11).
the exception of Wagger, all are
classic routes with excellent
moves, good protection and superb
and
I cried
situations.
whimpered all the way up Wagger,
so I won't recommend it. If you
feel compelled to do it, brass
Chitlin Corner
nuts are a must!
was a truly great route--one
l000ng (165 feet) 5.7 pitch up a
huge corner, the bottom of which
seemed a bit loose and poorly
protected (but only 5.4),
followed by the crux pitch, a
continuation up the corner on
tips laybacks and thin face
holds, then escaping out from
under a huge roof to the right,
using small face holds to an
We also
excellent jam crack.
eyed several other routes that
returning for,
worth
are

UP ROPE
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some extremely
including
attractive and hard (5.12)
aretes, but we ran out of time.
From Maine we headed to the White
Mountains, where we took up where
we left off on our honeymoon last
year. Whitehorse and Cathedral's
granite succumbed to our quest
Our best day
for good routes.
was when we ticked off Children's
Crusade (5.9), Future Shock
(5.11) Seventh Seal (5.10) and
Ethereal Crack (5.10) on
Whitehorse.
The second best day
was at Cathedral, where we did
They Died Laughing (5.9), Bird's
Nest (5.9), and Recluse (rated
All are
5.10+, but solid 5.11).
great routes, and even though
most are only a single pitch in
length, they manage to leave the
climber feeling sated, pumped,
and sorry they aren't closer to
We also climbed Beelzebub
home!
Corner (5.4) to get to Loose Lips
(5.10), and Karen led Three
Birches (5.8).
Karen also led Recluse, and
After
therein lies a tale.
leading two routes, I was a bit
tired but still wanted to do
Ian informed me that
Recluse.
the traditional method of
protecting the crux moves, which
are pretty close to the ground
but have a lousy landing, is to
lasso a dead tree stump jutting
out of the crack about twenty
Well, heck,
feet off the deck.
thinks I, anybody could do that.
But I couldn't get past the crux
rope toss.
Try as I might, I
couldn't get past the overhanging
crux.
In disgust, I threw my
rack on the ground to lighten the
load, but to no avail.
(Once
you're top roping, why carry a
rack anyway, right?)
I then
offered the rope to Ian, who
allowed that he had tried
route many times before

without success.

the
but

History proved

that what was past was prologue.
Well, smart alec Karen had been
offering all kinds of useless
suggestions from the peanut
gallery, so she was called on to
put her feet where her mouth was,
so to speak, and she duly tied
into the tree-dulled sharp end.
Well, the little so and so was
able to stick her skinny little
fingers into a tiny layback crack
and without much more than an
encouraging "up you go" from the
belayer was over the crux and
poised motionless at the tree
stump. Ian was then entreated to
throw the rack up to Karen, who
by now had decided that she was
really in trouble--twenty feet up
holding onto a rotten stump with
no pro and a somewhat miffed
belayer/husband.
Well, she
dogged it out (up?) the 5.9 crack
to the top, pausing en route to
catch one more airborne piece of
pro (the 3 1/2 Friend for a
biggish crack) and earning much
respect from the male peanuts.
We were somewhat humbled and
chagrinned following on very
tight ropes, wholly amazed at
what she had done.
A couple of other routes deserve
mention.
Future Shock is a fun
little diversion--one thumb
mantle after another up a left
leaning dike, protected by five
bolts to the belay. Get Karen to
show you the beta some day.
Children's Crusade is one really
great pitch, a sort of so so
pitch, and then an OK pitch.
Seventh Seal and Ethereal Cracks
are both loads of fun--take lots
of wires and small TCU's. Bird's
Nest and They Died Laughing are
also a pair of excellent cracks,
with good moves, good pro, and a
variety of jams that can't be
beat.
Loose Lips was also a bit
of a hoot--the first moves entail
sort of falling (or jumping) off
a big flake onto the first holds

UP ROPE
(you can clip a bolt before doing
this!).
The crux is low down,
but the exposure afterwards is
superb--about 75 feet of tips
laybacking and finger jamming
just above an overlap, with the
Finally,
ground 200 feet below.
pitch,
you have
the
of
at the end
feet
to the
ten
down
to climb
belay.
There is good news for climbers
heading for Cannon, at least in
terms of the sociability of the
We noticed that
local environs.
Lincoln now sports an Elvio's
If
Pizza, as does North Conway.
you haven't tried an Elvio's
pizza, treat yourself, it's one
of the big pizza delights in the
country.
Other news is that IME is moving
from its old building to a new
location down the street.
They'll actually be located over
No word yet on whether
Elvio's!
or not they'll have a climbing
wall.
After we left New Hampshire, we
stopped off in Massachusetts for
We climbed at
a couple of days.
Crow Hill one afternoon, located
near Fitchburg in the central
Crow Hill
part of the state.
sports a bunch of routes on
which
grits tone,
characteristically has rounded
I led Thin
holds on steep rock.
Line and Karen led Intertwine,
both 5.8, and both well worth
climbing, although Thin Line's
Other
pro could be better.
routes looked worthy of attempts,
but we were short of time and had
to leave.
Next stop was the Adirondacks,
where I suffered the flu and the
weather had the same symptoms, as
well.
We ended up hiking rather
than trying to climb in the
constant damp and drizzle, and so

bagged Algonquin and Wright Peaks
one day and Phelps Mountain the
next.
All are above tree line
(Phelps just barely) and all were
summited in dreary conditions-high wind, driving rain, and
views of cloud, mist and fog.
What we did see of the rock in
the Adirondacks encouraged us to
try and visit again when it was
dried out.
We fled south to the Gunks, where
for the first time in three weeks
we suffered heat and high
Bad weather followed
humidity.
us there, too, but we managed to
steal Apoplexy (5.9) and Karen
led Classic (5.7), and after
bandaging a hole in her belayer's
head (courtesy of a rock dropped
off Pink Laurel's belay ledge)
led Snooky's Return (5.8) before
We
the rains returned in force.
attended the climber's meeting
Saturday night, and headed back
to D.C. on Sunday.
If anyone is interested in going
up North to try out some of the
rock there, let us know and we'll
give you whatever information we
can.
We're ready to go back any
time, and even thought about
leading a trip up there for the
An MS trip would
summer of 89.
double the climbing population on
Mt. Desert Island!
It's cheap,
fun and beautiful--pretty hard to
beat these days.

FROM OTHER PEAKS
THE ROCKIES
SEPTEMBER 1987
The fortunate coincidence of Ken
Andrasko's attendance at the
Wilderness
World
Fourth
Conference in Estes Park,
Colorado and my (Tom Isaacson)
desire to spend the last two
weeks in September in the Rockies
put our vacation plans in place.
While Ken was hob-nobbing with
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international environmentalists
and holding seances for seals, I
took day climbs up Flattop
Mountain (12,000') and Mt.
Audubon (13,200') to start my
acclimation.
Neither of us knew very much
about the Colorado climbing scene
but we were impressed with Lumpy
Ridge which is located near Estes
Park at the entrance to the Rocky
Mountain National Park.
Lumpy
Ridge consists of about two miles
of broken cliffs, faces, domes
and oversized boulders.
The
Ridge is located at 8-9,000'
elevation and the routes extend
up to ten pitches.
After taking
an easy afternoon on the Owl
formation (which Ken insisted
more nearly resembles puffins) we
headed off the next morning for
the ultraclassic "J-Crack"
located in the Book formation.
The first pitch is a nasty 5.10
layback with many pesky chipmunks
attacking our packs.
The second
pitch is a full rope length of
continuous 5.9 jamming.
The
inside corner of the crack takes
as many small Friends and
fingers/hands as you happen to
have on you.
The outside of the
crack is flared enough to admit
your feet.
The face surrounding
the crack is exceptionally clean,
yielding incredible photos with
the Rockies as a backdrop.
The
crack forms a backwards "J" and
produced the single best pitch
I've ever done.
The next three
pitches consist of: 1) a poorly
protected traverse and flakes; 2)
an easy gully, and; 3) an exit
out the roof of a cave which Ken
neatly stemmed and I cranked (any
5.8 pitch must have a bucket if
you look hard enough, right?),
nearly demolishing Ken's Pentax
in the process. The next day Jim
Beall and Rick Mienig joined us
for a trip to the Bookmark
formation where we knocked off

Melvyn's Wheel (5.8), Romulan
Territory (5.10) and George's
Tree (5.9) in good style.
During our Lumpy Ridge ventures
we ran into Art Davidson (first
winter ascent of Denali) who was
in town for the conference.
It
appeared that Art's and Ken's
lifepaths had taken several
parallel turns while almost, but
not quite, intersecting.
The continued cool weather and
high elevation snow fall finally
dashed our hopes (fears) of doing
the Diamond.
That change in
plans also eliminated the need to
sleep at 9,500' in RMNP and we
began to take advantage of Ken's
friends in Boulder and Denver.
George Meyers (a high school pal
from Ken's Gunks trips) took us
on a day trip to the Dome in the
South Platte.
We friction
climbed Topographic oceans, which
was obscenely overrated at 5.11
(George did it in his Flyers).
Our fingers enjoyed the day off
from the previous strains of
'Lumpy Ridge.
We also practiced
our three climber technique of
have the second and third follow
simultaneously, which skills came
in handy later int he trip.
George gave us a tour of the
Chockstone press facilities and
we
met all
of
the eager
employees.
George regaled us
with stories of his Yosemite days
and
the
principal Valley
characters.
We returned to Boulder and the
Bastille Crack (5.7) which is the
easiest climb in Eldorado Canyon.
We then tackled the classic
Yellow Spur (5.10) at the far end
of the Redgarden Wall in Eldo.
After getting slightly off route
on the first pitch we regrouped
and zipped through the next few
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We then had
exciting pitches.
the great misfortune to be
urinated upon by the party
immediately above us. This party
included a well known and
extremely
affable
climber/guidebook author who was
in the process of banging in a
few bolts, while hanging on aid,
His
for his latest new route.
account in Climbing mentions
these ethical
neither
of
transgressions (I count three-peeing, banging and hanging!).
Ken fired the crux bolt ladder
dihedral pitch and I led the
incredibly exposed final 5.6
pitch which takes one piece of
pro in its 100 feet. Getting off
the Redgarden Well requires
downclimbing some very long and
tedious slabs.
It is rather
dangerous--the scene of numerous
fatalities--and should be fully
considered before you climb there
on a wet day or you continue
climbing into the dusk.
The highlight of our trip was
ascending the Petit Grepon, a
1,000' spire located at 12,000'
well inside RMNP.
The Grepon
presents some wonderfully exposed
climbing in a spectacular alpine
setting.
With Jim Beall we did
its nine pitches in six rope
lengths. We also saved some time
by using minimal pro.
Most of
the pitches are 5.5 to 5.7 with a
crux of maybe 5.8.
Of course,
running it out on 5.6 at 11,500'
wearing a pack is a touch more
difficult than the comparable
grade at Great Falls.
We
downclimbed the Andrews Glacier,
which is rather gripping in
sneakers and got back to Boulder
by 8:30 pm, making the complete
round trip in 13 1/2 hours. Ken
and
I
headed for
Neptune
Mountaineering to catch the film
"On the Rocks." Afterwards, Dick
DuMais joined us for a few
drinks.
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I sat out the next day to let my
knee
recuperate
from
an
embarrassing mishap on the walkin
to the Grepon. Ken and Jim Beall
stemmed and struggled up Vertigo
(5.11) in Eldorado. The last day
George Meyers returned to Eldo
and
we sailed up the East
Buttress of the Bastille.
thereby completed my lifetime
quota of chimneys (four) in two
weeks.
Boulder certainly ranks with
Yosemite as one of the obligatory
destinations in any rockclimbing
travel plans.
Eldorado is
striking both for the amount and
difficulty of the routes.
After
the Bastille Crack, the second
most popular route appeared to be
the Naked Edge (several parties
per day) which is still one of
the country's hardest multipitch
free routes.
The number of
parties who do the Naked Edge
after school/work testifies to
the heightened standards in the
Boulder climbing community.
Unless you must to superhard
routes, you'll find Lumpy Ridge a
much better climbing venue than
the dirty and crowded Eldorado
Canyon.
But if you want to see
famous climbers do famous routes
(or be seen yourself), then
Eldorado just can't be beat.!

TRAINING
SOME IDEAS ON TRAINING
AND BODY MOVEMENT, PART II

In the last issue of UP ROPE, I
discussed some of the ideas that
Karen and I have been working
with over the past year to get
our bodies in shape for climbing.
As I mentioned before, what we've
been doing in the weight room has
really helped.
But as Michael
Loughman observed in his book
Learning to Climb, muscles don't
have

everything

to

do

with
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climbing; balance and technique
are just as important if not more
In fact, muscle development
so.
is usually overplayed as to its
importance in climbing.
Body
positioning and movement, or
balance and technique, are
perhaps the most important skills
and tools to develop to become a
successful climber.
Before I get into these ideas,
just let me take a moment to
reinforce the warnings on
training that I included in last
month's article. While Karen and
I were in Las Vegas attending the
American Alpine Club Annual
Meeting, Dr. Mark Robinson, a
climber and orthopaedic surgeon,
gave a most disturbing lecture on
training and climbing injuries.
Based on his lecture, I cannot
stress enough the importance of
starting out slowly with low
weights, building up slowly in
both workout intensity and
duration, and recognizing and
heeding early warning signs of
injuries.
The moment you feel
something
painful, it is
important to evaluate whether you
are feeling the pain of fatigue
(in which case you're probably OK
continuing your workout or climb)
or feeling the pain of injury.
If it is the latter, stop
whatever it is that you're doing
and take proper steps to avoid
further damage.
This means--no
climbing, no workouts, no muscle
or joint stress--until that pain
is gone and stays away during
movement.
Failure to heed these
early warning signs, climbing or
working out with pain, will in
all
likelihood
lead
to
complications you'll regret for
years.
We saw slides of some
climbing career ending injuries
caused by stupid decisions based
on the no pain, no gain theory.

So take heed!

OK, let's get into these more
positive ideas.
Some of this is
pretty theoretical baloney, more
easily demonstrated
than
expressed on paper.
If you have
questions, or want something
demonstrated, then let me know.
I'll be happy to spend some time
making a fool of myself in
person, as opposed to just
offering myself up for ridicule
on paper.
Balance is the most critical
factor in climbing. If your body
maintains its balance, you'll be
letting gravity do you a favor by
keeping you in contact with the
rock and saving your strength in
the bargain.
Let's look at the
first benefit--contact with the
rock.
We've all got those marvelous
sticky shoes (except for a
certain vet I know who insists on
wearing old EB's because they fit
her feet more comfortably).
Yet
all that sticky rubber isn't
going to help us if we don't use
it intelligently.
Let's use an
illustration.
Think of those
polished holds at the bottom of
Nubble Face at Carderock. If you
stand up straight on those holds,
your shoes will stick to them.
But, if you lean into the rock,
or lean too far to one side while
reaching for the next traverse
hold, your foot is going to come
off.
The same principle is true
of holds all over the world, no
matter how big or small, polished
or rough.
So there's an
immeasurably important benefit
gained when we "stand in balance"
on the rock.
Our shoes work so
much better.
We're using the
maximum amount of natural weight
with minimum effort as mass force
to smear that sticky rubber onto
the rock, and we're not using any
muscle power to do it.
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There will be times when you will
have to improve your maximum mass
force on footholds, but this is a
technique matter that involves
some muscle and body mechanics,
and I'll get into that later.
Balance also helps conserve all
important muscle energy, which
increases your stamina. When you
place your foot on each hold,
your body should seek that point
of balance to take the stress off
your hands and arms. You have to
remember that balance, at least
in climbing, takes place in more
You
than one geometric plane.
have to be balanced to the front
and back, to the right and left.
This is finding and maintaining
We
your gravity centerline.
often tell beginners to stand up,
away from the rock (front and
back balance), but we sometimes
forget that leaning to the right
or left also causes imbalance.
Picture yourself trying to carry
a large, heavy box up the stairs.
You can lift it one step at a
time.
If, once you've lifted it
to the next higher step, the box
is balanced on that higher step,
then you can relax a moment and
move up yourself, ready to lift
it again.
But if the box isn't
balanced on the step, you have to
keep your hands on it to keep it
from sliding back down the
stairs.
You're constantly
pushing and exerting a lot of
energy when you needn't.
Balance can be learned.
I took
ballet lessons a few years back,
and although I still can't dance
with the New York City Ballet
Company, I do have a much better
developed sense of balance.
If
you would rather forego the
embarrassment of stumbling about
in front of lissome ballerinas,
you can practice balance at home.
Try putting on your socks and
shoes each morning and taking
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them off in the evening while
standing on one foot (also a
You'll
great ski exercise).
improve your balance without
having to wear a leotard.
You
can also skateboard, bicycle,
surf, walk slackened chains, walk
about on tip toe, and ski to
improve your balance. The point
is that balance is a learned art,
not just an innate one.
OK, so I've described that it's
important to maintain a static
balance--easy to do if all you
want is to stand in balance in
So what
one place on the rock.
happens when we start moving
around?
Well, the old bit about three
point contact comes into play
here, and I'll expand that into
two- and single-point contact as
well.
When you're climbing, it's
considered good form to maintain
three points of contact with the
rock.
I basically agree. Three
points of contact, viewed from
another perspective, form a
tripod.
As we all remember, a
tripod is the most stable form of
platform because it can adjust
for variables in height and
surface.
Not all climbs have
foot and hand holds conveniently
placed to always provide this
tripod position.
But many, many
climbs offer an abundance of
holds to choose from--unlocking
the simplest sequence is the key
to success.
And in climbing,
simplicity equals balance.
When I'm climbing a route, I
think in terms of moving my body
position in an alternating,
reversible triangle, with my
weight equally distributed over
my feet (triangle base down) or,
alternately and reversed, from my
arms (triangle base up).
(Note
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that when I hang from my arms, I
try to let my single foot take as
much of my weight as possible--I
can't hang by my arms all day,
but I can stand on one foot for
Between these
quite a while.)
there
obviously
tripod positions,
this
and
shift,
is a balance
terms
of
in
critical
shifting is
and
power
your
directing
equilibrium.
When I'm standing on two
footholds, I try to distribute my
weight equally between my feet.
Imagine a line down through your
body--this is your gravity
centerline. If my next hand hold
is to the right, my body has to
move that way and my gravity
centerline is going to shift to
the right. In order to make sure
that my weight stays on my feet
and not my arms, I have to weight
my right foot more heavily than
Rather than leaning
my left.
over, which will shoot my sticky
rubber right off the holds, I
bend my knees and shift my hips
and shoulders over to the right,
my gravity
shifts
which
centerline and accomplishes the
same task but leaves my feet
firmly planted on the holds. You
can try the same thing standing
Plant your feet
on the ground.
shoulder width, and stand up on
the balls of your feet. Reach up
and right, first by leaning, then
by bending your knees and moving
Which
your hips and shoulders.
Leaning.
first?
topples you
Unfortunately, rock is an
imperfect step ladder, and
sometimes you're going to have to
lean, or even tiptoe up to get
If that's the case, try
holds.
hard to keep that centerline foot
weighted.
Occasionally, I have to make
adjustments for holds that don't
magically appear just when I need

Sometimes I'll have to
them.
hang from both arms while I move
a foot into that triangle
position. Sometimes, and this is
especially true on harder climbs,
I never really manage to get that
If that's
triangular position.
and
strength
the case, raw
Other
play.
into
stamina come
times, I have to use two- and
single-point contact, i.e.,
dynamic moves.

Launching off a good hold or two
to another good bucket is one of
the most satisfying and exciting
thrills in climbing, yet in
theory, dynos have the same
principles as boring old three
point contact. You need to think
in terms of a center of gravity,
keeping your weight over your
center of gravity, and aligning
direction
power
and
your
accordingly. The move on Leap of
Faith at the Hermitage is the
ultimate dyno move for someone my
I actually lump up
body size.
the rock in no-point contact, yet
maintaining all the while my
balance and equilibrium over my
gravity centerline.
I've alluded to another hidden
movement theory in the brief
discussion on dynos--aligning
Lynn Hill
power and direction.
spoke briefly about this idea,
and I'm going to try and expand
I've found a
on it a little.
couple of routes where it makes
all the difference between
success and harness burn!
Try and imagine a route as a
series of dots marking the holds-you should be able to draw a
line up through the middle of
these dots.
This would be the
directional alignment, or where
you want your body's gravity
centerline to travel.
(Some
moves, such as laybacks, are
exceptions, but you can alter
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this idea to suit laybacks, too.)
Now let's get Mandelbrot in on
the action, and look at those
dots in larger fractals, or a
(James
greatly expanded view.
--anyone
bit
last
understood that
We see that each dot is
else?)
really a hold, and that those
holds are all shaped differently.
Some are horizontal, some slope,
some are underclings, some are
pinches. The variety is endless,
but each hold has a common
characteristic; you can apply
force to it to fight gravity. ,
OK, we're trying to move upwards.
Ideally all the holds would
therefore be horizontals,
parallel to the ground, and we
would apply a perpendicular force
to the holds (either by standing
on a hold or by pulling or
pushing on it) to climb. But we
don't climb in the Gunks all the
time. What we have to accomplish
therefore is to apply force at
the
to
angles
varying
perpendicular (or, the "Up
direction," as defined by the
National Bureau of Standards).
The combination of force at
angles must equal or exceed the
the
to
applied
weight
perpendicular, or some such
equational nonsense.
In simpler terms, if I'm pulling
sideways on a hold, as in a
layback, I also need to push
sideways somewhere to keep my
If I want to
body on the rock.
direct my movement, i.e., shift
from hanging around in that
layback position to moving up the
rock, I have to pull or push
As I'm
harder on one hold.
at an
up
pulling
or
pushing
and
force
my
applying
I'm
angle,
a
in
power
my
aligning
Since
direction.
predetermined
we still have in the backs of our
minds that imaginary dot outlined
the gravity
route, with
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centerline running through the
middle, ideally we are aligning
both our power and direction
along that gravity centerline.
This is beginning to sound a
Carlos
like
bit
little
Castaneda...
Since all holds are not created
equally, nor do they always face
the direction you want them to,
you're going to have to apply
some thinking as to how you're
If you have
going to use them.
good spatial skills and innately
recognize geometric patterns,
you're going to find using holds
all that much easier. You'll be
the
to
visualize
able
force
combinations of holds and
applications that will keep you
I suspect
moving up the rock.
the
skills
of
is
one
that this
quick
such
a
that makes Lynn Hill
routes--she
study on hard
apparently is able to immediately
form a mental image of the hold
sequence without really having to
think about it, thus alleviating
hesitation and subsequent
flameout. In fact this skill may
have as much effect on the
ability to "flash" a route as any
other. The rest of us have to go
through a more calculated mental
process to identify those
combinations, and suffer a
prolonged period of hanging
around trying to figure out the
next move.
The result--lactic
acid buildup and its gravity
yielding consequences.
On easier climbs, there tend to
be more or larger holds--the
thought process for linking up
holds is easier because your body
mechanics (balance and technique)
can usually compensate for
efforts.
miscalculated
Generally, when one gets into
harder routes, there are fewer
holds, or they are smaller (and
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sometimes, they're placed at an
uncomfortably inclined angle!).
It becomes much harder to
overcome routes by applying brute
strength, and balance by itself
isn't going to solve overhanging
But the important
problems.
is that the
remember
thing to
Try
same.
the
is
mental process
that
sequence
that
to find
enables you to stand, pull and
push your way up the route.
At any rate, what you've read so
far may be a pretty garbled
version of what is really a
After
straightforward process.
pretty
is
really
all, climbing
As IME's T-shirts say,
easy.
it's easier than growing up!
I also want to talk a little bit
about footholds, one of my
favorite subjects.
We all too often forget that our
feet don't have the benefit of an
ankle height pair of eyes to
guide them, just as our hands
have eyes in our heads to guide
I encourage, and often
them.
exhort, climbers to watch your
Look
Look down at them.
feet.
down, eyeball that foot hold,
watch yourself placing your foot
on and testing that foot hold,
and then and only then move your
eyes back up to whatever it was
that you were watching in the
Don't look down,
first place.
and look back
hold,
see the foot
search
blindly
to
try
up and then
it
foot;
your
with
hold
out the
on
especially
done,
be
just can't
footholds
the
where
harder routes
WATCH YOUR
tend to be small.
FEET!!!
Another thing about foot holds.
ane idea that seems to escape
climbers is maximizing sticky
rubber contact with the hold. If
the hold is angled, then bend
your foot to match the angle.

If
Get the rubber on the hold.
then
hold,
smear
a
it's
Really slop that
SMEEEEEEEAR.
on there; make
rubber
sticky
the foot,
weight
firmly,
contact
your
better
much
how
enjoy
and
when
than
hold
the
on
stays
foot
you were timidly or daintily
toeing holds. If the hold is big
enough for two feet, think about
where you're going to place your
In the middle?
first foot.
there's no place
then
Maybe not;
We're not
foot.
other
for the
So think
pins.
on
angels dancing
doing.
you're
what
about
flexes,
ankle
the
that
Remember
and that you can rotate your foot
Use
in all kinds of directions.
that mobility to maximize rubber
contact on your foot holds.

Finally, you don't have to just
stand on foot holds.
You can pull with your feet, for
Think of a move where
example.
the torque is spitting you out.
Can you get a foot hold where you
can exert a little inner thigh
pull, rotating your hips inward
Incut
to combat the torque?
footholds are usually best for
this, but sticky rubber enables
some pretty sloped holds to be
used for this technique. PV Wall
has such a move; by pulling with
my foot and inner thigh,_ I can
that would
torque
negate
otherwise spit me off into space.
Likewise, some foot holds are
better once you're not standing
Again, the kinds of
on them.
situations you're going to find
these moves on won't pop up on
the average 5.7, but the idea is
worth keeping in the back of your
Suppose you're trying to
head.
layback up a torque monster, such
as Swayback Layback, or worse
Rather than
yet, Degree 101.
trying to use some of the holds
available for your foot, you have
to just lay your foot alongside
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the rock and use your leg as an
anti torque bar.
Another
situation common to hard routes
is having your legs so compressed
in tension that to remove a hand
is to release all that energy.
Sproing--you're off!
The final
move on Monkeyfingers is like
that for me. To avoid becoming a
human Slinky, I have to release
that leg tension before I move my
hand up to the final bucket. The
easiest thing to do in that type
of situation is to center your
weight over one foot and then
drop one leg.
It may even help
to drop it and swing it over
behind you, placing the foot
along the rock, again as an anti
torque maneuver.
Earlier I mentioned that you can
improve your maximum force on a
hold. This is necessary when the
hold is too small or too sloped
to enable pure balanced weight to
keep contact.
In order to
improve maximum force, you're
going
have
to
to
apply
directional force into the rock.
If a foothold is too sloped to
hold your foot, then ease your
posterior away from the rock,
arching your body to angle your
foot into the rock.
This will
increase the stress on your hand
holds, but it will also have an
increasingly positive affect on
your maximum foothold force.
Similarly, one can lean a foot
into a hold from the side.
Again, this will require more
handhold power, but sometimes the
benefits are worth the extra
effort.
This isn't a key
technique trick, but it comes in
quite handily on occasion.
Many of the ideas included herein
are unfortunately difficult to
put down on paper.
As I
suggested before, if you have
questions, or would like to go
over some of these theories in
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more detail, catch me next time
I'm out climbing.
Coming in the next issue: A
discussion on what we learned
from Steve Ilg and Mark Robinson.
Till then--good climbing.

BOOK REVIEWS
Climbers Guide to Glacier
National Park by Gordon Edwards
Mountain Press Publishing,
Missoula Montana, 1984 $9.95
Written more for the peak bagger
than the technical climber, this
little volume nevertheless has
enough information in it to make
its purchase worthwhile to any
climber heading to the Glacier
Park region.
The rock in the area is pretty
crumbly, the lowlands infested
with grizzlies, and the weather
capricious.
So why should the
climber bother?
Because Glacier
has some of the most stunning
scenery of any park in the
country.
If you're going there,
get Edwards' book.
Even if you
don't climb, it's a useful
reference.
I found reading
through it appreciably increased
my knowledge of the area.
The
text is pretty clear, the photos
are useful (though there could
have been more of them, and color
never hurts!).
All in all, this is an area that
not many of us may climb in, but
it is one that mountain lovers
will visit.
Edwards' book will
make the visit all the more
rewarding.
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Oregon Rock by Jeff Thomas
Mountaineers, Seattle 1983

The

This little guide proves that
Oregon has more than just Smith
Rock to attract the vertically
inclined. Althoguh much of it is
devoted to Smith, the guide is so
outdated with respect to the
Watts revolution that if you're
planning on dogging the '12's,
you'll need something else to
guide you. On the other hand, it
does lay out the Smith Rock area
pretty nicely, which makes
getting around there much easier.
Also included are Stein's Pillar,
Broughton Bluffs, Beacon Rock,
Again,
and three smaller areas.
if you want a guide to Smith,
this is the only printed game in
It's not comprehensive,
town.
but at least you'll get to where
Maybe the
the action is.
Mountaineers can convince someone
to write an up to date guide to
the area, and we can all go have
fun!
Cascade Alpine Guide: Columbia
River to Stevens Pass by Fred
The
Second Edition
Beckey
Mountaineers Seattle 1987
Well, Fred's updated the Cascade
Bible, and in his thorough and
detailed way, the second edition
is even better than the first.
The maps are updated to reflect
the latest access shortcuts, and
the route information has been
(At least,
clarified somewhat.
the only route I've been confused
on in the Cascades now makes much
more sense!)
The guide also reflects what's
known about what's left of Mt.
St. Helens.
looks like!

What

a

slog

that

Anybody even thinking of climbing
in the Cascades shouldn't
hesitiate to pick up these guides
They're the
(there are three).
most informative source of
information you'll get short of
having Fred along.
And the
Mountaineers also publish a few
very useful region maps that are
indispensible for getting around
easily--they're formatted in area
groups that eliminate the need to
carry around ten USGS topos, and
the information is usually a
little more up to date.

Sabino Canyon and Mt. Lemmon
Highway by John Steiger
Phoenix Rock by Jim Waugh
Topo Guide to Granite Mouintain
by Jim Waugh
A Cheap Way to Fly by Tim Toula
It's raising Arizona time!
These four guides form the basis
for any trip to the Southwest's
hottest climbing area, Arizona.
The state has more climbing than
climbers.
In fact, from what
I've read and heard, Arizona
could be a pretty good place to
spend a climbing vacation...
The four guides are for the
Tucson, Phoenix, Prescott and
Flagstaff areas, and each has its
own strengths. Sabino Canyon and
Phoenix Rock are both well
designed, nicely laid out and
professionally developed guides.
They're informative and appear to
give adequate directions to the
visiting climber.
The Granite
Mountain guide doesn't give you a
lot of general info, but covers
the climbing really well.
Finally, Toula's masterpiece of
originality, A Cheap Way to Fly,
is my all time favorite guidebook
for
its
combination
of

information, wit, unique approach
to climbing, and general attitude
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It's hand lettered,
about life.
sketched by someone who can't
draw, has lots of every which way
scrawls and lines and sayings and
filler materials, and is a true
Besides, Toula
delight to read.
uses the proceeds from the
guide's sales to contribute
toward cancer research and
fighting world hunger.
I think if it weren't for the
rattlesnakes, I'd be on my way to
You know,
Arizona this winter.
my partner has this thing about
snakessss.
Climbing and Hiking in British
Columbia
By Bruce Fairley
Soules Books, Vancouver 1986
More pretty mountains up in the
northwest...
This guide has
quite a few intriguing pictures
and routes included that make it
more than just another peak
bagger guide. There are a number
of technical routes listed and
described, and the information is
presented in such a manner as to
lure thoughts from warm Arizona
granite to colder and damper
choss. Ah, well.
Fairley's taken a page or two out
of Beckey's notebook, and appears
to have nearly the same eye for
detail.
I miss all the route
maps for getting
to the
mountains--seems this Fairley guy
depends
on
topo
maps or
something. At any rate, I really
enjoy dreaming through this guide
and wishing there were more
climbing time in a year.
One general note I should make
about some of these "mountain"
guides.
They're pretty big and
bulky to carry up a route,
especially when every ounce and
bit of pack space is crucial.
You should always think of
xeroxing a copy of any route info
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you might want to tkae up the
hill (and don't forget to include
the descent route description!).
If you do this, then you'll save
weight and space and still be
It's a
able to find your way.
good idea to make a couple of
copies--single pages have a way
of blowwing out of your grasp,
and it's a pathetic feeling
indeed to watch your route
description sail away in the wind
just as night descends.

The Guiding Spirit by our own
Andy Kauffman and William C.
Putnam
Footprint Publishing,
Revelstoke 1986 $16.00
This small volume is the story of
one of the great Swiss guides, Ed
Feuz,
who
practiced
his
occupation in the Canadian
Rockies.
Although other guide's names
might spring to mind when
thinking about the Canadian
Rockies, Feuz was certainly one
of the more prolific when it came
to new routes. His name (and his
father's) appear in nearly every
corner of the Canadian mountains.
Further, in a relatively small
community in which everyone knew
his neighbor's business, Feuz
maintained
a
sense
of
individuality and independence
that was to be admired by all.
By interviewing family members,
climbers who had followed Feuz's
footsteps up and down the hills,
and by reaching into their own
memories, Kauffman and Putnam
assembled a book that has the
power of simplicity.
The story
is chronological, the prose
crisp, and the dialogue has been
edited (I suspect) to keep it
flowing at a lively pace.
Knowing
Andy
and
Bill's
predilection for detail, readers
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will anticipate with delight the
minutiae to be gleaned from
Guiding Spirit. More than just a
climbing story, it's a biography,
social history, and running
collection of humorous anecdotes
about the personalities that
infested the hills over the past
eighty years.
Each chapter has its own story to
tell, and is illustrated with
photos gleaned from various
archives.
As you read further
into Guiding Spirit, you get a
tremendous
the
of
sense
achievements that the Swiss
guides accomplished with their
clients. You also get a sense of
their own personal commitment to
the mountains, and the true
enjoyment that Feuz in particular
his alpine
from
realized
adventures.
As we all remember,
it's not just the summits that
make the sport enjoyable, it's
the people, the ever changing
outdoors, the challenge that all
come together to make climbing
worthwhile. Kauffman and Putnam,
accomplished climbers in their
own right, communicate another's
love for the sport by letting him
speak for himself. Speaking of a
friend with whom he has had a
rough journey, Feuz says:
"That's how it should be
among mountaineers. You get
into a tight spot, and one
of you loses his nerve for a
moment, or quarrels with his
companions about what to do
next.
It can be life or
death, you know, so it pays
to disagree momentarily.
Sometimes there are hard
words you don't really mean.
But when it's all over,
you're the best of friends
again.
You don't go around
like
a
peacock
never
and
hanging
speaking
upcomplaints in articles for
all to see."

And there are other magnificent
emotions and anecdotes captured
by Kauffman and Putnam.
Most of
the MS members have climbed or at
least dreamed of climbing in the
Canadian Rockies at some point.
We should all read Guiding Sprit
before we go again, or at least
read it to see what we've missed.
Andy and Bill have done a
marvelous job of collecting and
reproducing these stories, and
especially the story of Ed Feuz.
White Limbo by Lincoln Hall
The
Mountaineers
Seattle, 1987
$35.00
Not quite another Everest book,
this one's been turned into a
media event.
The first Aussie
ascent of the big one, and they
did it in style.
Lots of full
page color pix, not too much text
to have to wade through (I mean
we all know how to climb Everest
...walk three weeks, tiptoe through
the Khumbu, batten down on the
South Col, get somebody foolish
to lead the Hillary Step, and
slog on to the top.
Right?)
Wrong.
The Audacious Aussies managed to
pull of an ascent of the North
Face, and did it in good style
for Himalayan novices.
It's
worth reading the limited story
just to get a feel for what they
really accomplished.
Remember,
these guys are known for their
difficult rock routes (and
peculiar accents) rather than
their alpine prowess.
If you're
used to the good old fashioned
Bonington epic, then you're in
for a pleasant treat here.
The
price is a bit steep, but then,
printing all those color photos
wasn't cheap. White Limbo is one
of the better coffee table style
climbing books.
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STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM

The American Scandinavian Student
Exchange Programs (ASSE) is
seeking local families to host
Scandinavian, French, Spanish,
GErman, Dutch, British, Swiss,
Japanese, and Australian boys and
girls, 15 to 18 years of age,
coming to the DC area for the
coming school year.
The students are fluent in
English and are sponsored by
Each is fully insured,
ASSE.
brings their own spending money
and expects to bear their own
household
of
share
responsibilities, as well as
being included in normal family
They
activities and lifestyle.
may
you
are screened by ASSE, and
their
among
select from
applications which include family
photos and biographical essays.
ASSE is also seeking American
students who might wish to live
Students between 15 and
abroad.
18 years of age interested in
living in othe; countries should
more
for
ASSE
contact
information.
Interested persons may contact:
Denise Thatcher at 214 Brooks
Avenue, Apt. 101, Gaithersburg,
MD 20877 or call 301-948-5593.
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NORTHERN LIGHTS ALPINE RECREATION
WANTS YOU!

Arnor Larson, director of
Alpine
Lights
N orthern
Recreation, offers several
different kinds of mountaineering
The following are
courses.
offered in summer: Mountaineering
Schools; Alpine Hiking Treks;
Snow and Ice Courses; First
Ascent Climbs; New Route Climbs;
Outings; and
Photography
Exploratroy Climbing Expeditions.
winter
has some
He also
offerings: Mountain Ski Touring;
Ski
Treks;
S nowshoeing
Mountaineering; Glacier Skiing;
Winter Mountaineering; and Old
Trapper's Snowshoeing. If any of
these seem intersting, contact:
Alpine
Lights
N orthern
Recreation, Box 399, Invermere,
B.C. Canada VOA 1KO, phone 604Larson is also
3 4 2- 6 0 4 2 .
Expeditionary
an
o ffering
Mountaineering Seminar mid April
to mid June in 1988.

GEAR BOX
Expedition

sale:

Rock

gear:

Fire rock shoes (size 8?, $35);
2 pr. EB rock shoes (7 1/2 to 8
1/2, $15 ea.); Ice gear: Chnard
Chnard
rigid crampons ($25);
$35);
(70cm,
axe
ice
hickory
$30);
(new,
tors
Superga
Chnard
Simond wooden ice axe (90cm,
$15); Exped. gear: 2 Eddie
Bauer sleeping bags (1 custom
down exped. bag, -30F, $150; 1
bag, 25F, $50);
down
lite
exped. Polarguard parka (new,
$40); Gibbs ascenders (pr.,
exped. framepack (w/o
$25);
frame, $30); Polarguard booties
(L, $10).
Ken Andrasko H (202) 337-0498
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